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F.A.Q’s for MAT12/51 

1. What course average must a student have to pass the course? 

Ans.: Must have an overall average of 70%.(Determined by the instructor.) 

2. What is the new course grade distribution effective December 2016? 

Ans:  PAAE/Midterm: 20%, Final Exam: 20%, CEAFE: 35%, HWS /quizzes/ tests: 25% 

3. Which parts of the distribution in #2 are fixed percentages? 

Ans: PAAE/Midterm, Final, and CEAFE. The remaining 25% is flexible and determined by 

the instructor. 

4. What is the passing score on the PAAE/Midterm? 

Ans: 70% 

5. What is the passing score on the Final? 

Ans: 70% 

6. What is the passing score on the CEAFE? 

Ans: 60% 

7. If a student fails the CEAFE must an R grade be given? 

Ans: not necessarily- The overall course average must be 70% or higher with the CEAFE 

worth 35% of the distribution. (new for Fall 2016) 

8. If a student receives a grade below 60% on the CEAFE, is it possible for him/her to 

receive a passing grade? 

Ans: Yes; with the condition that the overall average is 70% or higher. (new for Fall 

2016) 

9. Can a student retake the PAAE? 

Ans: Yes- 2nd try during Finals week 

10. Can a student retake any other MAT 12/51 exam? 

Ans:  NO-All MAT 12/51 exams are taken once (except for the PAAE). 

11. Can calculators be used on the CEAFE? 

Ans. YES-students will be able to use a calculator on the computer. (new for Fall 2016) 

Note: No Phones nor hand-held calculators can be used. 

12. Can calculators be used on the MAT 12 PAAE or MAT 51 Midterm in-class exam? 

ANS: DEFINITLEY NOT  
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13. Can calculators be used on the MAT 12 and MAT 51 Final in-class exam? 

ANS: YES (new for Fall 2016) 

14. Can a calculator be used for any other in-class quiz or test besides the Final or CEAFE? 

Ans: Instructors can decide for themselves about calculator use on their own tests or  

quizzes. 

15. If a student receives a grade on the PAAE/Midterm below 70%, must they complete the 

intervention assignments? 

Ans: Yes. Students should complete intervention assignments that correspond to 

PAAE/Midterm topics. 

16. Can the intervention score average replace the PAAE/Midterm score? 

Ans: No- the intervention assignments are not supervised and cannot replace a failing 

score. It is strongly suggested that all students be encouraged to use intervention 

assignments as extra practice. (new for Fall 2016) 

17. What is a WN grade? 

Ans: A grade assigned by the registrar if student does not show up the first week of 

classes. 

18. What should an instructor do if a student received a WN grade( a no show for the first 

week)  and then shows up to class for the first time?  

Ans: Reinstate the student into your class. You will receive instructions via email from 

the registrar. 

19. What is a WU grade? 

Ans: Assign to a student who stops attending or has excessive absences. (At the 

discretion of the instructor) A WU grade turns into an F grade can negatively impact 

financial aid. 

20. What is a W grade? 

Ans: This is an official withdrawal. Students must withdraw without penalty by a certain 

date.( date on BMCC registrar’s calendar) 

21. If a student receives an R grade, is he/she eligible for the Immersion Program? 

Ans: Some students who fail (get an R) will be eligible to take a free Immersion program 

in the winter session or the summer to try again to pass the class. Requirements vary for 

this program. Information will be distributed toward the end of the semester indicating 

the eligibility requirements. 

 


